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and publisher and is not a registered broker-dealer.  By accessing CMR PUBLISHING LLC dba Crowded 
Market Report websites and/or using CMR PUBLISHING LLC dba Crowded Market Report products and 
services, including without limitation any and all content available on or through the Service, you 
understand and agree that the material provided in CMR PUBLISHING LLC dba Crowded Market Report 
products and services is for informational and educational purposes only, and that no mention of a 
particular security in any CMR PUBLISHING LLC dba Crowded Market Report product or service 
constitutes a recommendation to buy, sell, or hold that or any other security, or that any particular 
security, portfolio of securities, transaction or investment strategy is suitable for any specific person. 

 
Commodity Futures Trading Commission.  Futures and Options trading has large potential rewards, 
but also a large potential risk.  You must be aware of the risks and be willing to accept them in order to 
invest in the stock/Futures/options markets.  Do not trade with money you cannot afford to lose.  This 
is neither a solicitation nor an offer to buy or sell stocks, Futures, options or securities of any sort.  No 
representation is being made that any account will or is likely to achieve profits or losses similar to 
those discussed via this website, and media referenced.  The past performance of any trading system 
or methodology is not necessarily indicative of future results. 
 
CFTC RULE 4.41 – HYPOTHETICAL OR SIMULATED PERFORMANCE RESULTS HAVE CERTAIN 
LIMITATIONS.  UNLIKE AN ACTUAL PERFORMANCE RECORD, SIMULATED RESULTS DO NOT REPRESENT 
ACTUAL TRADING.  ALSO, SINCE THE TRADES HAVE NOT BEEN EXECUTED, THE RESULTS MAY HAVE 
UNDER-OR-OVER COMPENSATED FOR THE IMPACT, IF ANY, OF CERTAIN MARKET FACTORS, SUCH AS 
LACK OF LIQUIDITY.  SIMULATED TRADING PROGRAMS IN GENERAL ARE ALSO SUBJECT TO THE FACT 
THAT THEY ARE DESIGNED WITH THE BENEFIT OF HINDSIGHT.  NO REPRESENTATION IS BEING MADE 
THAT ANY ACCOUNT WILL OR IS LIKELY TO ACHIEVE PROFIT OR LOSSES SIMILAR TO THOSE SHOWN.  
 
All trades, patterns, charts, systems, etc., discussed in this advertisement and the product materials are 
for illustrative purposes only and not to be construed as specific advisory recommendations. 
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Things to keep in mind 
The COT Report data is released by the CFTC each Friday after the market close and measures Futures positions as of the 
previous Tuesday close.  In other words, the data is three days old when published. 
 
The CFTC data includes market participation by different types of traders, and it can be viewed as a sentiment indicator 
based on actual positions versus opinion in a survey.  Participants include Commercial Hedgers, Large Speculators, Small 
Speculators.  Commercial Hedgers essentially created the commodity Futures markets and control majority of the open 
interest.  A classic example of Commercials is Gold producers.  In more recent years, commodity index funds became non-
traditional Commercials, as index funds gained popularity.  Large Speculators may include hedge funds (ironic since 
Commercials are actually hedging and “hedge” funds are speculating) and their participant number may match the number 
of Commercials, but their position size will be much smaller.  Lastly, we have Small Speculators which is essentially Open 
Interest minus Commercials and Large Speculators.  Essentially Small Speculators are those that do not meet the criteria of 
being Large Speculator as reported to the CFTC. 
 
As far as assessing the COT data, my process is to review current market participation against historical levels.  I am not 
looking at absolute levels (ex. Commercials being net short or long) but rather relative levels based on historical levels (ex.  
how are commercials currently positioned compared to a specified time frame.  Unfortunately, I cannot share more details 
as that is part of my proprietary process.  Let us work through an example to better clarify this process.  We will continue 
with the Gold theme.  Commercials are always going to be sellers as hedgers are Gold producers and they need to sell what 
they produce.  If I was using absolute levels, it would be difficult to long Gold since Commercials would indicate they are 
bearish on Gold, but if I compare their market participation compared to historical data, along with additional insight from 
how Large and Small Speculators are positioned, then I am able to have market participation confirmation once my COT 
Index shows the Commercials are “long” Gold since their net short position is low, which means supply is low, which means 
that additional demand would cause price to go higher. 
 
These indicators of crowdedness do not necessarily mean a market is going to reverse, but rather one piece of the puzzle 
where a crowded market does in fact reverse, there is potential for a larger move the other way because there are traders 
caught on the side that will need to be stopped out.  In other words, both market participation and market action would be 
needed for the move to occur.  Market action confirmation would ideally be a news failure event (ex. bullish news, down 
price action), reversal candle off of the highs or lows or correlation failure (ex. Crude Oil up on the day and so is the Yen, 
which is historically negatively correlated, so it should be down for the day).   
 
While these indicators measure crowdedness relative to history, there can be circumstances where the fundamentals are so 
strong that the current situation can run further, and therefore create even more crowdedness than we have seen 
historically.  That is why market participation requires market action before a trade is placed.  
 
The level of crowdedness in each market is indexed from 0 to 100, with 100 being the largest reading for participants being 
crowded to the long side and 0 being the largest crowded reading to the short side.  A reading 95 or above confirms the 
market is crowded long, and a reading 5 or less confirms the market is crowded to the short side.  The weekly index data is 
included in this report and found in the appendix for the markets that are covered. 
 

(Short) 0                                                                      100 (Long) 
 

The way I trade these signals is that once a market shows extreme crowded conditions, I am looking to fade the Speculator 
crowd, but I do not take the trade until the market gives a sign that the trend has potentially run its course.  Typically, what 
I like to see is news to come out that supports the trend, but the market fails to follow through on the news.  In other 
words, should a market be very crowded to the long side and positive news is released, I will sell if the market fails to rally 
on this news.  This is a great indication that the market is bought out.  Of course, the reverse is true for markets crowded 
short.  While this covers the majority of my trading process, I also consider the longer-term COT chart (~5 years) to confirm 
if risk/reward potential remains the same or becomes less attractive when looking at the longer-term charts. 
 
 

With that in mind, here is a look at each sector…  
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Equities 
Rather than get into a long-winded conversation about the stock market and the bleak future for 
society here, I am going to focus on the positioning data, and let that do the talking. 
 
Positioning in Nasdaq is pretty darn extended here.  The Nasdaq was the weakest of the indices last 
week, down 332 bps.  The last time Nasdaq positioning was this extended was this past February, just 
before a 10% drop in the index.  During that time, it took Speculators about four weeks to get out of 
longs. 
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S&P Speculator positioning is also quite extended and the last time Speculators were this long S&P 
was in late 2018, just in time for what turned out to be a 20% drop in the index over a three-month 
time period 
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There continues to be no story in positioning either way in Dow. 
 

 
 
 
Russell COT shows Speculators still a bit long, but the most off highs of the other indices, which would 
seem no surprise given the underperformance the Russell has had since mid-November. 
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Fixed Income. 
I continue to find it kind of funny (or sad) how the media’s focus is on the fact that interest rates are 
definitely going up, it is just a matter of when.  Is there some information out there that is more 
inflationary than the current information?  Or is there something the Fed plans to do that it has not 
already told us?   
 
The 3-month Eurodollar COT chart is getting a bit ridiculous. 
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Minor change in 5-Year Notes’ positioning. 
 

 
 
Same goes for 10-Year Notes. 
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And nobody wants to play in the 30-Year Bonds. 
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Currencies 
I thought the US Dollar had an interesting week, as it appears the reason that people were buying USD 
over the past few months, was because US interest rates were going to go up due to Fed tapering and 
tightening, which was given the green light on Wednesday, yet the dollar had a reversal day down that 
day.  This struck me as a classic sell the news event.  Unfortunately, there are not many ways to get 
short dollar using a max position in COT as a filter here, since the large Speculator long position in US 
Dollar index has come off the highs from last month.  While not at max levels, this positioning is still 
quite extended vs history. 
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The one currency showing a bit of a “yikes” positioning is the British Pound.  I have to say, as someone 
who is long BP, it did not trade well this week after a surprise rate hike by the Bank of England. 
 

 
 
I showed the extension in the Mexican Peso positioning last week, and amazingly that positioning has 
all come off in just one week. 
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This is the shortest Speculators have been in New Zealand Dollar in a couple of years, although there 
have been times going further back where Speculators have had larger short positions on. 
 

 
 
And while not at max levels, Australian Dollar Speculator shorts are pretty large as well. 
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Energies 
Speculators reduced long positions in Crude Oil, now showing the least long they have been all year. 
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Same in Heating Oil. 
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Metals 
Speculator Gold positioning is being reduced, but remains in “nothing exciting” territory for me. 
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Silver is working its way towards interesting, but has a bit to go just yet. 
 

 

 
In Platinum, Speculators are now the least long they have been all year, other than in late September. 
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While positioning in Palladium has again become interesting.  Pretty nice reversal on the weekly candle 
in Palladium. 
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Grains 
There are no positioning biases in Grains. 
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Softs 
Cocoa continues to be the only soft of any interest COT wise, if only because a net long commercial 
position is exceedingly rare. 
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Livestock 
All neutral in Livestock with no potential trades at this time.  
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Putting it all together… 
Deep breath in, deep breath out.  These are pretty darn volatile times and yet other than the Russell, 
not much overall movement across most markets.  If I am trying to guess the future here, using 
positioning as my guide, it looks something like this. 
 
Interest rates are not going up.  Wouldn’t it be funny if the Fed top ticked inflation here, and has finally 
concluded that it needs to stop creating money just when things economically are about to slow 
down?  That is exactly what the bond market is saying to me, and until positioning changes, I cannot 
see it saying much more than that.  So, if interest rates will remain low, how can stocks go down?  
Well, what if rates are going to stay low because there is actually a recession coming up?  Has anyone 
out there called for a recession in 2022?  If they have, I have not seen it.  If there is a great way to 
conquer things like a labor shortage, inflation, supply chain disruptions and the like, a recession would 
do it.  I am not saying the Fed wants to engineer a recession, because Lord knows nobody can stand an 
economic recession anymore, but what I am saying is maybe the invisible hand can do it. 
 
It would seem that if you went twenty years ahead and wrote the economic history of our times, you 
would say the Fed went on this money printing spree, which ended up leading to inflation, (so far so 
good), and then they had to raise rates aggressively which caused a recession and hurt asset prices, 
including the stock market (so far, yet to be seen).  Of course, the scary part is if in fact some sort of 
recession is in our near future, there is little room to cut rates, which is the usual remedy.  So, one 
would think the Fed would have to go back to its new remedy, the ole QE (Quantitative Easing), again.  
That may work again.  The issue is what if it does not work?  It is when this scenario happens that 
running for the hills would be a good option.  Recession comes, the Fed prints money again to stop it, 
and things still do not improve because the markets reject the new dollars being printed.  They will be 
pushing on a string, so to speak.  We are not there now, and I am not saying that will be what happens, 
but it is certainly something to watch out for. 
 
 
Once again, I want to remind the reader that this report is for informational purposes only.  This 
report is not a recommendation for anyone to buy, sell or hold a specific stocks, options or futures.  
You have to complete your own research as well and trade based on your process and risk 
management. 

Positions 
• Short Nasdaq from the close on Nov 30th, stop on close above the Nov 30th high. 

• Long 10-Year Notes on Nov 24th, with a stop on a close below the Nov 24th low. 

• Long British Pound from the close on Dec 9th, stop on close below the Dec 8th low. 

• Short S&P on the Dec 13th close, with a stop on a close above the Dec 13th high. 

Last Week’s Trades 
• Shorted S&P on the Dec 13th close, with a stop on a close above the Dec 13th high. 
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Appendix – COT Index Chart 
For a quick review of the COT Index, please review this. 

Week over Week Heat Map 

 

 

Commercials Large Spec Small Spec Commercials Large Spec Small Spec

30-Year Bonds Fixed Income -11 3 16 4 89 86 15 86 70

10-Year Notes Fixed Income -1 -1 3 88 22 19 89 23 16

5-Year Notes Fixed Income -8 9 4 91 21 19 99 12 15

2-Year Notes Fixed Income 1 0 -2 22 100 0 21 100 2

Nasdaq Equities 0 14 4 0 99 100 0 85 96

SP 500 Equities -8 1 13 0 94 16 8 93 3

Dow Equities 3 -8 16 78 39 16 75 47 0

Russell Equities 7 -1 -4 26 86 36 19 87 40

Live Cattle Livestock 0 0 0 0 100 0 0 100 0

Lean Hogs Livestock -9 10 1 71 33 28 80 23 27

Cocoa Softs -14 15 -5 86 15 15 100 0 20

Sugar Softs -6 5 7 20 81 52 26 76 45

Orange Juice Softs -18 6 37 82 6 61 100 0 24

Coffee Softs 3 -18 -7 100 0 0 97 18 7

Cotton Softs 1 -3 7 54 43 50 53 46 43

Lumber Softs 3 0 -9 44 52 44 41 52 53

Gold Metals 15 -15 8 58 41 57 43 56 49

Silver Metals 19 -26 6 79 21 27 60 47 21

Palladium Metals 2 -2 -2 100 0 25 98 2 27

Platinum Metals 11 -20 10 85 22 41 74 42 31

Copper Metals 1 0 -4 57 42 62 56 42 66

Australian Dollar Currencies -1 2 -6 92 10 5 93 8 11

British Pound Currencies 0 -1 0 100 0 0 100 1 0

Canadian Dollar Currencies -8 -5 39 79 19 39 87 24 0

Japanese Yen Currencies -12 14 -1 23 77 36 35 63 37

Euro Currencies 20 -21 0 97 5 22 77 26 22

Swiss Franc Currencies -13 11 10 56 36 58 69 25 48

Crude Oil Energies 5 -10 19 100 0 19 95 10 0

Unleaded Gas Energies -21 18 14 33 78 14 54 60 0

Heating Oil Energies 0 -11 18 100 3 18 100 14 0

Natural Gas Energies 0 1 -5 86 15 60 86 14 65

Corn Grains and Seed Oils -2 2 -2 18 85 26 20 83 28

Oats Grains and Seed Oils 0 -17 0 100 38 0 100 55 0

Wheat Grains and Seed Oils 6 -7 9 54 41 80 48 48 71

Soybeans Grains and Seed Oils 2 0 1 75 33 10 73 33 9

Soybean Meal Grains and Seed Oils -16 17 5 38 66 45 54 49 40

Soybean Oil Grains and Seed Oils 9 -24 2 78 15 8 69 39 6

12/19/2021
Comm 

Variance

LG Spec 

Variance

SM Spec 

Variance
Contract Sector

12/12/2021
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Overall Market – Sorted by Commercials position 

The chart displays where commercials are positioned longest to shortest providing a representation of markets you do not want to short 
on the left to markets you do want to short on the right if Speculator positioned is skewed long. 
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Overall Market – Sorted by Large Speculators 

The chart displays where Large Speculators are positioned longest to shortest providing a representation of markets you do want to short 
on the left (if commercials are not long). 
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Overall Market – Sorted by Small Speculators 

The chart displays where Small Speculators are positioned longest to shortest providing a representation of markets you do want to short 
on the left (if commercials are not long). 
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Sectors 

Currencies 

 

 
 

Energies 
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Equities 

 

 
 
 

Fixed Income 
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Grains 

 

 
 

Livestock 
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Metals 
 

 
 
 

Softs 
 

 


